Mirrored Sims Tutorial
Skin File Information

Notes:
When talking about skins for The Sims, there are three types of files that work together. In order for a skin to work, it needs all three. You need one CMX file for every skin, however you can have a group of skins that fit one mesh.
	A mesh is a 3D form of a head or a body and is always a .skn file. 

A skin is a 2D picture that covers the mesh so it looks like a Sim head or clothing and is always a .bmp file.
A CMX file is a short text file that tells the game what skin to use with what mesh and is always a .cmx file.

All three files have specific requirements when it comes to their file names or contents. 


Meshes:
Meshes are made in 3D modelling programs, such as MilkShape or Anim8or. Their file names need to fit a specific pattern in order to work with The Sims. A mesh file name is structured as:

xskin-b007malgt_bond-PELVIS-BODY.skn 

xskin is the designation
b means body (head meshes start with c)
the three numbers/letters after b/c is the mesh number
ma is the gender and age (ma - male adult; fa - female adult; mc - male child; fc - female child; uc - unisex child)
anything after the _ but before PELVIS is a name that can be changed for different versions of the same mesh 
PELVIS-BODY tells the game that it's a body mesh (head meshes have HEAD-HEAD)
.skn is the file type

Skins:
Skins are 2D pictures made in graphics programs by creators to offer different outfits for the Sims in the game. Skins fit over the meshes and come in two genders, two ages and three official skin tones. A skin file name is structured as:

b007mafitlgt_bond.bmp

b means body (head skins start with c)
the three numbers/letters after b/c is the number for the mesh the skin fits over
ma is the gender and age (ma - male adult; fa - female adult; mc - male child; fc - female child; uc - unisex child)
lgt is the skin tone (lgt - light, med - medium, drk - dark)
anything after the _ before the .bmp is a name that can be changed so different skins can use the same mesh
.bmp is the file type
 
CMX Files:
CMX files are the link between meshes and skins. They tell the game which skin to use on which mesh and if there are any accessories that also need to be added and if so, which ones. CMX files are simple text files and always have the same format, so they can be easily recreated if they're lost or the skin creator didn't include them. A CMX file often has the same name as the skin it works with, but without the skin tone specification and with .cmx as the file type. All .cmx files contain:

// Character File. Copyright 1997, Maxis Inc.
version 300
0
1
(filename of skin without the .bmp on the end)
0
0
1
(filename of the mesh without the .skn on the end)
0
0
0

If your skin has accessories, the CMX file also controls adding them. Each accessory should have its own CMX and .skn file, but the main skin's CMX file should list them as well. Some skins are different, but in general the CMX for a skin with accessories will read something like:

// Character File. Copyright 1997, Maxis Inc.
version 300
0
1
(filename of skin without the .bmp on the end)
0
0
2 (this number will increase by one for each accessory)
(filename of the mesh without the .skn on the end)
0
0 (only 2 zeroes between .skn names)
(filename of the first accessory mesh without the .skn on the end)
0
0
0 (every CMX ends with 3 zeroes, one per line)


